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Conserved linker regions and their regulation determine multiple
chromatin-binding modes of UHRF1

Maria Tauber and Wolfgang Fischle*
Laboratory of Chromatin Biochemistry; Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry; G€ottingen, Germany

Ubiquitin-like with PHD and RING
Finger domains 1 (UHRF1) is an

important nuclear protein that is
mutated and aberrantly expressed in
many tumors. The protein integrates dif-
ferent chromatin modifications and is
essential for their maintenance through-
out the cell cycle. Separate chromatin-
binding modules of UHRF1 have been
studied on a functional and structural
level. The unmodified N-terminus of his-
tone H3 is recognized by a PHD domain,
while a TTD domain specifically inter-
acts with histone H3 Lysine 9 trimethyla-
tion. A SRA region binds hemimethylatd
DNA. Emerging evidence indicates that
the modules of UHRF1 do not act inde-
pendently of each other but establish
complex modes of interaction with pat-
terns of chromatin modifications. This
multivalent readout is regulated by allo-
steric binding of phosphatidylinositol 5-
phosphate to a region outside the PHD,
TTD and SRA domains as well as by
phosphorylation of one of the linker
regions connecting these modules. Here,
we summarize the current knowledge on
UHRF1 chromatin interaction and intro-
duce a novel model of conformational
transitions of the protein that are
directed by the flexible and highly
charged linker regions. We propose that
these are essential in setting up defined
structural states of the protein where dif-
ferent domains or combinations thereof
are available for binding chromatin mod-
ifications or are prevented from doing so.
Lastly, we suggest that controlled tuning
of intramolecular linker interactions by
ligands and posttranslational modifica-
tions establishes a rational framework for
comprehending UHRF1 regulation and
putatively the working mode of other

chromatin factors in different physiologi-
cal contexts.

Introduction

DNA methylation is an important epi-
genetic modification to establish and
maintain cell-type-specific gene expression
profiles as well as to ensure genome stabil-
ity. In mammals, the majority of genomic
DNA methylation occurs on the 5-posi-
tion of cytosine bases within CpG dinu-
cleotides. Within the short palindromic
sequence DNA nucleotide methyltransfer-
ases (DNMTs) modify both strands (so
called symmetric or full methylation).
CpG methylation (meCpG) does not
operate in isolation but is closely intercon-
nected with specific repressive histone
Lysine methylation marks and in particu-
lar histone H3 Lysine 9 trimethylation
(H3K9me3). Histone modifications seem
to be involved in targeting DNMTs to
specific regions of the genome for regional
methylation of DNA. In turn, DNA
sequence and methylation state have a
great influence on the Lysine methylation
status of histones. The interplay between
both epigenetic marks and how these are
established is depending on the physiolog-
ical and developmental cellular context.
Since both modifications are associated
with transcriptional repression and hetero-
chromatin formation, their faithful dupli-
cation and transmission during cell
division is crucial to preserve genome
integrity (reviewed in ref.1)

Ubiquitin-like with PHD and RING
Finger domains 1 (UHRF1) is a nuclear
factor essential for the maintenance of
meCpG and putatively H3K9me3 pat-
terns during replication. The protein is
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preferentially localized to pericentric het-
erochromatin but can also be found in
euchromatic regions.2-4 Via multiple
chromatin binding domains UHRF1 tar-
gets enzymes catalyzing meCpG and
H3K9me3, DNMT1, DNMT3a/b and
G9a, to genomic loci.5-8 Since the protein
besides maintenance of epigenetic marks
is also implicated in gene expression regu-
lation, particularly in silencing of tumor
suppressor genes, understanding how it
affects chromatin regulatory processes
through histone and DNA methylation is
of great interest.2,9,10

Based on results of functional and
structural studies, we recently proposed a
role of phosphatidylinositol 5-phosphate
(PI(5)P) in allosteric regulation of
UHRF1 binding to H3K9me3.11 Here,
we summarize findings that indicate mul-
tiple conformational states of UHRF1
that expose different domains providing
distinct overall chromatin-binding proper-
ties. We suggest these different states of
UHRF1 are dependent on conserved
linker regions. Lastly, we provide rationale
how the different interaction modes of the
protein with chromatin might be regu-
lated by the interplay of allosteric ligands,
posttranslational modifications and pro-
tein binding partners.

Domain structure of UHRF1
Human UHRF1 is also referred to as

ICBP90, while the mouse ortholog is
known as Np95. Most vertebrates also
contain a highly similar factor, UHRF2
(mNp97). Since hUHRF1 has been most
extensively studied, we will, unless other-
wise stated, refer to this protein in our dis-
cussions. The five conserved domains of
UHRF1 (Fig. 1) comprise an N-terminal
ubiquitin-like domain (UBL), which is
also referred to as NIRF_N (novel Np95/
ICBP90-like RING finger protein N-ter-
minus). This domain has the classic a/b
ubiquitin fold and contains conserved sur-
face Lysines K31 and K50, which are
putative targets of mono- or poly-ubiqui-
tination (pdb entry 2FAZ, unpublished
structure). While UHRF1 protein func-
tion and/or proteasomal protein turnover
might be regulated by the UBL domain,
the exact biological role of this region is
not yet fully understood.12

At the C-terminus of UHRF1 is a
Really Interesting and New Gene (RING)
domain that has E3 ubiquitin ligase activ-
ity. It is composed of 2 zinc-fingers and a
novel, unique a-helix bundle structure,
which is formed by 3 helices localized
upstream and one helix localized down-
stream of the Zn-fingers (pdb entry 3FL2,
unpublished structure). According to a
recent report the RING domain estab-
lishes histone H3 Lysine 23 (H3K23)
monoubiquitination during S-phase. It
was proposed that this mark serves as a
prerequisite for recruitment of the mainte-
nance DNA methyltransferase DNMT1
to target sites of UHRF1.13

Three central domains of UHRF1 are
implicated in specific recognition of chro-
matin modifications, the unmodified N-
terminal region of histone H3 (H3unmod
(N-term)), the H3K9me3 mark and
hemi-methylated DNA (me1/2CpG)
(Fig. 1). The tandem tudor domain
(TTD) is composed of 2 subdomains
(TTDN:TTDC) that are tightly packed
together and that both have a typical tudor
family 5-stranded b-barrel fold.14 An aro-
matic cage that is built by residues F152,
Y188 and Y191 of TTDN recognizes di-
and tri-methylated Lysine residues. Speci-
ficity for binding H3K9me3 is provided
by a peptide-binding groove formed
between the 2 individual tudor domains
establishing specific and tight contacts to
the residues upstream and downstream of
the methylated Lysine. Binding of the
TTD to an H3K9me3 peptide is not sen-
sitive to adjacent Serine 10 phosphoryla-
tion (H3S10ph).14,15 In contrast, H3
Lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) and
Threonine 6 phosphorylation (H3T6ph)
impair affinity for H3K9me3. These post-
translational modifications disrupt the
important interactions of the K4 and T6
side chain and backbone residues with the
peptide-binding groove between TTDN

and TTDC.
14

The adjacent Plant Homeo Domain
(PHD) is a Zn-finger domain; 3 zinc
atoms coordinate its rod-shape structure.
It recognizes the N-terminus of the H3-
tail solely when unmodified (H3unmod
(N-term)).2 Accordingly, the crystal struc-
ture of the PHD with bound H3-tail pep-
tide revealed that Alanine 1 (H3A1) and
Arginine 2 (H3R2) make hydrogen bond-

contact to specific residues of the
domain.16 Remarkably, the first zinc atom
coordinates a loop, the so-called prePHD
that precedes the canonical PHD-fold.
This structural feature was first identified
in the UHRF1 PHD domain and its
detailed function still needs to be deter-
mined.16,17 It was suggested that the
prePHD might be essential for the right
orientation of residue C316, which makes
contact with H3K4.16 However, if ana-
lyzed in isolation the PHD does not much
discriminate the modification status of
H3K4. In contrast, phosphorylation of
H3 Threonine 3 (H3T3ph), symmetric as
well as asymmetric dimethylation of
H3R2 (R2me2s/a) and H3A1 N-terminal
acetylation (H3A1ac) strongly interfere
with binding of the PHD to the H3-tail.2

C-terminal to the PHD is a SET and
RING-associated domain (SRA). It con-
sists of a b-barrel flanked by a-helical ele-
ments forming a half moon-like structure
with a basic inner surface.18 Two loops
sticking out of this structure grasp into the
major and the minor groove of DNA.
R491 is part of the so-called N-K-R fin-
ger, which specifically forms hydrogen
bonds with CpG sequences. These con-
tacts flip out a cytosine from the double
helix placing it in a binding pocket that is
tailored for the recognition of 5-methylcy-
tosine (5mC).19 In this pocket 5mC is
sandwiched by stacking interactions with
2 aromatic residues (Y478, Y466). The
SRA domain exhibits significant specific-
ity for hemi-methylated DNA (me1/
2CpG). This is facilitated by N489, which
is a part of the N-K-R finger and makes
contacts to the non-methylated adverse
cytosine on the second DNA strand.
Methylation of this cytosine disturbs posi-
tioning of the N-K-R finger and therefore
impairs SRA binding.18

Interplay of UHRF1 chromatin-
binding domains

Given that UHRF1 contains 3 separate
domains that can recognize different chro-
matin modifications, the question arises
whether these work independently or in
concert. The combinatorial interaction of
different domains of one protein with a
complex target containing multiple
ligands is generally referred to as multiva-
lent binding. Several chromatin factors
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such as TRIM24 and BPTF have been
shown to recognize patterns of histone
modifications in a multivalent mode.20,21

In these proteins different binding
domains simultaneously engage in interac-
tion with separate histone modifications
Such cross-talk in interaction on the same
or distinct histone tails is considered a
fundamental element of the so-called his-
tone code theory that postulates that pat-
terns of chromatin marks constitute a
complex signaling system.22 To this point,

multivalent chromatin interactions have
been rationalized in a static manner, with
recognition domains acting independently
of each other.23,24 Several observations
indicate that multivalent binding of
UHRF1 to chromatin is more complex.

TTD-PHD interplay in recognizing
the H3-tail

Different biophysical studies have
quantified the interaction strength of
the isolated TTD of UHRF1 with

H3K9me3 peptides. Depending on the
experimental conditions the dissociation
constant (KD) was determined within a
range of 1.0 mM to 2.5 mM.11,15,25,26

Similarly, binding of the isolated PHD
domain to H3unmod(N-term) was
mapped at a KD of 0.7 mM to 2.5
mM.2,17,26,27 In contrast, a UHRF1
TTD-PHD cassette showed around 5-
fold enhanced binding (KD between
0.15 mM and 0.5 mM) to a histone H3
peptide containing both, an unmodified

Figure 1. UHRF1 is a multi-domain factor with several conserved protein motifs connected by linker regions. Schematic representation of the domain
structure of human UHRF1 isoform 1 is shown (UniProtKB: Q96T88). Top: The structures of the individual domains of UHRF1 as determined by X-ray crys-
tallography and NMR spectroscopy visualized and rendered using MacPyMOL v 1.7.0.3 (pymol.org). Middle: Domain boundaries are given by respective
starting and ending amino acid positions. Conserved stretches of low complexity and high content of basic amino acids within the linker regions are indi-
cated (red boxes). Bottom: Chromatin ligands of the different domains of UHRF1; schematic representation of a single nucleosome in interphase (left)
and immediately after replication in S-phase (right). For simplicity only one H3-tail is shown. UBL, ubiquitin like; TTD, tandem tudor domain; PHD, plant
homeodomain; SRA, SET and RING associated; PBR, polybasic region; RING, really interesting and new gene. pdb entries are: UBL, 2FAZ; TTDN:TTDC,
3DB3; PHD, 3SHB; SRA, 2PB7; RING, 3FL2.
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N-terminus and the K9me3 mark,
implying a multivalent binding
modus.11,25,26,28

Since the H3-tail is embedded in the
peptide-binding groove of the TTD in the
isolated structure of this complex, how
can the PHD get access to the ultimate N-
terminus of H3 in the context of the
TTD-PHD cassette? Fluorescence/F€orster
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET)
experiments revealed a conformational
shift induced in the TTD-PHD cassette
upon interaction with the H3-tail.25 In
agreement, structural studies using cocrys-
talization as well as NMR measurements
indicate that the H3-binding mode of the
TTD-PHD cassette is different from that
of the isolated TTD (Fig. 2A). Obviously,
the short region connecting TTD and
PHD (linker 2, Fig. 1) replaces the H3-
tail from the peptide-binding groove of
the TTD and itself occupies this interface.
The resulting arrangement has the H3-tail
connecting the PHD, which binds the
ultimate N-terminus, with the TTD,
which binds K9me3. Two Arginine and a
Lysine residue (R295-R296-K297) in
linker 2 are crucial for stabilizing this
TTD-PHD conformation. Indeed, muta-
tion of R295 and R296 results in loss of
multivalent binding.26,28 In contrast,
dynamic NMR studies indicate multiple
modes of PHD linkage in relation to
linker 2 and TTD.28 Also, the TTD-
PHD cassette only crystalized in presence
of the H3K9me3-tail peptide.26 The find-
ings imply that the 2 domains do not
directly interface but that their relative
localization is variable without ligand.

The reduced binding surface of the
TTD with the H3-tail in the TTD-PHD/
H3K9me3 complex as well as the flexible
linkage of the ligand and between
the domains explain the observed relative
weak enhancement of interaction by
the multivalent binding mode. Indeed,
the PHD domain is dominating the inter-
action of the TTD-PHD cassette with the
H3K9me3-tail. If binding of the PHD to
the H3-tail is abolished by mutation of
D334 or modification of the N-terminus
of the H3 peptide (A1ac, T3phos), the
binding of the neighboring TTD to meth-
ylated K9 is drastically weakened or
completely lost. Conversely, PHD interac-
tion with the unmodified N-terminus of

H3 in the context of the PHD-TTD cas-
sette is largely unaffected by mutation of
the TTDN aromatic cage (F152, Y188) or
histone modifications such as H3K4me3,
which abolish the binding of the isolated
TTD to the H3-tail.15,25,26,28

Control of TTD/H3K9me3
interaction by a C-terminal polybasic
region

While reductionistic approaches study-
ing isolated domains and combinations
thereof have provided detailed insights
into the chromatin interaction potential
of UHRF1, other studies looked directly
at the full-length protein. Here, striking
differences in interaction specificity for
the H3-tail were observed. While native
UHRF1 analyzed in the context of mam-
malian cell extracts shows clear preferences
for H3K9me3, the recombinant protein
expressed in bacteria or insect cells binds
similarly to unmodified H3 and
H3K9me3 peptides.2-4,11,29 We recently
showed that this discrepancy is due to
intramolecular interaction of the TTD
with a polybasic region (PBR) located
between the SRA and RING domains of
UHRF1 (Fig. 2B).11 Our studies imply
that in the absence of ligands (i.e. the
recombinant purified protein) the PBR
but not linker 2 occupies the peptide-
binding groove of the TTD. This prevents
interaction with H3K9me3, whereas the
PHD is unaffected and can bind the ulti-
mate unmodified H3-tail.

NMR experiments have revealed that a
K-R-K motif (K648-R649-K650) is essen-
tial for placing the PBR in the peptide-
binding groove of the TTD surface. Com-
petition experiments with isolated domains
indicate that this interaction is stronger
than the similar TTD-linker 2 interplay. It
also fully blocks the binding of the
H3K9me3-tail. In the context of the recom-
binant, full-length protein mutagenesis of
the K-R-K motif is necessary to release the
PBR from the TTD.11 The resulting
mutant UHRF1 protein appears to be in an
intermediate state as the TTD and PHD
both can bind their respective K9me3 and
H3unmod(N-terminus) ligands.

Dialysis of recombinant UHRF1
against nuclear extract isolated from HeLa
cells induced yet another UHRF1 binding
state. Interestingly, this form resembles

the native cellular protein in preference
for H3K9me3 over H3K9me0
(Fig. 2C).11 The results not only infer an
allosteric regulatory mode of UHRF1, but
also indicate that states of the protein exist
where the PHD domain is prevented from
binding H3unmod(N-term).

Multivalent binding to histone H3
and DNA methylation

The isolated SRA domain of UHRF1
binds me1/2CpG with a dissociation con-
stant of around 200 nM.30 Of the 3 chro-
matin-binding domains it therefore has
the tightest interaction with a ligand.
While life cell imaging and fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching have
revealed that the SRA domain dominates
targeting of mNp95 to pericentromeric
heterochromatin in vivo, mutagenesis
studies imply that the PHD and/or TTD
domains are also required in this con-
text.29 Indeed, in vitro binding experi-
ments with mNp95 protein isolated from
cells show that presence of histone
H3K9me3 peptide promotes interaction
of the SRA with hemi-methylated DNA.
Conversely, interaction with histone pep-
tides is enhanced in presence of un-/meth-
ylated DNA.31 While the mechanistic
details of this interplay have not yet been
unveiled, the findings suggest that the
SRA domain cooperates with the TTD
and/or PHD in binding to multiple-mod-
ified chromatin targets.

A conformational transition model
for UHRF1 chromatin binding

It has not been possible to deduce a
simple, coherent picture of UHRF1 mul-
tivalent chromatin binding on the basis of
the research on cassettes composing more
than one of the chromatin binding
domains, our molecular analysis of the
full-length protein as well as based on the
multiple studies of deletion and point
mutants of the protein in recombinant
form, extracted from cells, or in different
cellular context (see for example
refs.3,29). A putative explanation might
come from the idea that the TTD, PHD,
and SRA (and possibly UBL and RING)
domains do not work independently.
Indeed, we favor the view that engagement
of the different binding domains of
UHRF1 with ligands influences the
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interaction properties of each other.
Since the structural analysis of the iso-
lated domains has not indicated any
conformational changes of the binding
pockets induced by ligand, the coopera-
tive mode of interaction must be medi-
ated on another level. We suggest that
UHRF1 exists in multiple protein con-
formations where different, structurally
invariable binding domains or

combinations thereof are either exposed
and available for interaction with chro-
matin marks or where these are
occluded and prevented from ligand
binding (Fig. 2). We postulate that
these conformational states are in con-
stant exchange with each other and that
the actual equilibrium between the dis-
tinct forms determines the apparent
binding properties of UHRF1.

Conserved linker regions likely
establish different UHRF1
conformational states

How are different conformational
states of UHRF1 established? The regions
connecting the conserved and easily recog-
nized chromatin modification-binding
domains might play a major role (Figs. 1
and 2). These contain the linker 2
between the TTD and PHD (26 aa in
hUHRF1), linker 3 between the PHD
and SRA (51 aa in hUHRF1), and the
PBR containing region between the SRA
and RING (linker 4, 138 aa in hUHRF1).
Algorithms that predict secondary struc-
tures fail to assign particular folds to these
regions. The linkers might therefore form
random, intrinsically disordered
structures.

Despite the lack of conserved folds,
short (ca. 20 aa) sequence stretches are
highly conserved within linker 2, linker 3
and PBR (Fig. 3A). For example, the
region between aa 372 and 391 of linker 3
shows sequence identity of around 90% in
all analyzed UHRF1 proteins.12 Besides
the conserved sequences, these stretches of
the linker regions are of relative low com-
plexity, enriched in basic amino acids (i.e.,
Lysine and Arginine residues). This seems
to be functionally important as for
hUHRF1 the R-R-K element in linker 2
and the K-R-K element in the PBR have
been shown to be crucial for binding of
these regions to the peptide-binding
groove of the TTD.11,26,28 Since the inter-
acting polar residues on the surface of the
TTD domain also exhibit conservation
throughout all analyzed species (Fig. 3B),
the competition of linker 2 and PBR for
binding the TTD seems to constitute a
major element for establishing different
UHRF1 conformational states. Due to
the high sequence conservation and a cen-
tral K-K-K element we further hypothe-
size that linker 3 might also interface with
the peptide-binding groove of the TTD
(Fig. 2C). We think that depending on
which linker associates with the TTD, dif-
ferent overall conformations of UHRF1
are established. Lastly, we theorize that
other regions of UHRF1 might contain
polar surfaces similar to the peptide-bind-
ing groove of the TTD for accommodat-
ing linker 2, linker 3 or PBR in the
different conformational states.

Figure 2. Conformational transition model for UHRF1 binding to chromatin marks. The three con-
formational states shown (A, B, C) correspond to binding modes deduced by different studies.
While some parameters of domain and ligand interaction are known, others are hypothetical. For
example, the exact coupling of H3unmod(N-term), H3K9me3, and me1/2CpG binding is not known.
Also, the mechanism of PHD inhibition in state (C) has not been resolved. Additional other binding
states and relative orientations of the domains might exist. For representation purposes, linker
regions are not drawn to scale. Linker regions that are involved in setting up different conforma-
tional states via interaction with the peptide-binding groove of the TTD are highlighted. Note that
the role of linker 3 has not been determined. Binding of the allosteric regulator PI(5)P to the PBR
region releases linker 4 from the TTD peptide-binding groove.
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As linker 2 and its interaction with the
peptide-binding groove of the TTD might
be elementary in setting up distinct con-
formational states of UHRF1, it is inter-
esting to note that in mouse as well as in
chicken splicing variants of the protein
exist that only differ in this region. Even
more perplexing is the fact that both inser-
tions occur right at the R-R-K element
important for the interaction with the
peptide-binding groove of the TTD
(Fig. 3A). While the linker 2 of mNp95
variant 2 is very similar to the correspond-
ing region of the single human UHRF1
protein, variant 1 contains an insertion of
9 aa, which eliminates the first Arginine of
the motif. And whereas the chicken
sequences are only predicted but lack
experimental validation, variant 1 of this
organism has a 54 aa insertion just ahead
of the R-R-K element.

Unfortunately, work on mNP95 did so
far not discriminate between variants 1
and 2 (note that chicken UHRF1 has not
yet been studied). Nevertheless, careful
reevaluation of the available data indicates
that the linker insertion in variant 1 might

block multivalent binding of the TTD-
PHD cassette to the H3K9me3-tail.31 We
therefore think that the combinatorial
binding of both domains is strongly
dependent on the sequence and length of
linker 2 that could alter the spacing and
orientation of the TTD and PHD. On
the basis of our conformational transition
model of UHRF1, we predict that certain
states are not or less populated by the dif-
ferent splicing variants of UHRF1 in
mouse and chicken. These should there-
fore have non-overlapping roles. Detailed
analysis of the expression and function of
the splicing variants in mouse and/or
chicken might be a fruitful avenue for fur-
ther dissecting the molecular working
mode and regulation of UHRF1.

Regulation of UHRF1 conformational
states

While intrinsically disordered, the
linker regions might nevertheless adopt a
series of limited, defined transitional states
enabling interaction with different polar
surfaces of UHRF1 and determining dif-
ferent conformational and binding states.

The kinetic barrier for these transitions
could be relatively low due to the intrinsic
linker flexibility. As consequence, the pro-
tein might be able to rapidly change con-
formations in response to external stimuli
and structural perturbations. This in turn
would facilitate changes in the population
of certain states therefore affecting
UHRF1 target binding and cellular
function.32

Different events might affect the equi-
librium of the conformational states of
UHRF1. If forms of the protein exist that
enable more than one of the chromatin
binding domains to interact with their
ligand (Fig. 2), engagement of one of the
exposed regions with its target will facili-
tate a secondary binding event of the other
available domain in a cooperative fashion.
While we do not (yet) know how many
different forms and binding states of
UHRF1 might exist, such interpretation is
in full agreement with the observed
enhancement of H3K9me3-tail binding
of mNP95 by DNA and vice versa.31

Allosteric ligands provide another level
of regulating UHRF1 conformational

Figure 3. The different linker regions and the peptide binding-groove of the TTD are highly conserved. Multiple sequence alignments of sequence
stretches within the linker regions (A) and the peptide-binding groove of the TTD (B) of UHRF1. Alignments were prepared using the PRALINE alignment
tool at http://www.ibi.vu.nl/programs/pralinewww/. Numbers correspond to amino acid positions at the beginning and end of the respective protein
sequences of the different species. Sequences of insertions found in splicing variants of mouse and chicken proteins are given. Symbols indicate residues
implied in the interaction of the TTD peptide-binding groove with linker 2 (dots) or the PBR region within linker 4 (squares). Triangles mark known sites of
phosphorylation. Asterisks mark positions corresponding to a putative PIP binding consensus motif within the PBR. Boxes highlight elements of basic res-
idues found in linkers 2, 3 and 4. UHRF1 amino acid sequences according to NCBI: Homo sapiens, NP_001276981.1; Mus musculus v1, NP_001104550.1,
Mus musculus v2, NP_001104548.1, Gallus gallus v1, XP_418269.4, Gallus gallus v2, XP_004949013.1; Xenopus laevis, F6UA42.2; Danio rerio, NP_998242.1.
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states. Based on our observations that
recombinant UHRF1 behaved differently
from cellular protein but could be con-
verted to a state with similar H3K9me3-
binding properties after dialysis against
nuclear extract, we biochemically defined
the cofactor and regulator as phosphatidy-
linositol 5-phosphate (PI(5)P).11 PIPs are
amphiphilic glycerophospholipids that
consist of a polar inositol head group
linked by a phosphodiester bridge to a
glycerol backbone branching 2 non-polar
fatty acids (Fig. 4). PI(5)P is a low abun-
dance PIP present primarily in mamma-
lian cytoplasmic cell membranes with a
smaller population in the cell nucleus.33

While its nuclear functions are not fully
clear, its presence in this compartment is
highly conserved throughout eukar-
yotes.34-36 We could show that PI(5)P
binding to UHRF1 specifically requires
the PBR region and that this interaction
releases the latter from the peptide-bind-
ing groove of the TTD. In consequence, a
conformation of UHRF1 is established
that allows the TTD to bind H3K9me3
independent of the PHD.11

While we do not yet know how exactly
PI(5)P is bound by UHRF1 – the protein

has to accommodate both, the polar head
group as well as the hydrophobic acyl
chains – it is interesting to note that the
PBR resembles in sequence a previously
defined consensus PIP interaction motif
(R/K-(Xn D 3–7)-K-X-K/R-K/R) shared by
several PIP interacting factors.37 Given
that the linker 2 and linker 3 are also
highly conserved and enriched in basic
amino acids, we are wondering whether
other ligands modulate the behavior of
these regions. We think this is an idea
worth entertaining, particularly since syn-
thetic PI(5)P did not fully recuperate all
changes of recombinant UHRF1 observed
after dialysis against cellular extract.11

The transitions between different con-
formational states of UHRF1 l conveyed
by the linker regions might be further reg-
ulated by posttranslational modifications
(PTM). These could impair binding to
the peptide-binding groove of the TTD or
putatively other regions of the protein
(Fig. 4). Indeed, it was shown previously
that phosphorylation of a Serine residue
(S298) adjacent to R295-R296-K297,
decreases the binding affinity of the TTD-
PHD cassette for the H3K9me3-tail. The
altered binding stoichiometry of the

complex indicates that the coupling of
TTD and PHD mediated by linker 2 is
impaired by the PTM.26

A number of additional sites of Serine
phosphorylation and other posttransla-
tional modification have been identified
in UHRF1 by proteomics studies. Some
of these map to highly conserved residues
within the linker 2, linker 3 and PBR
regions (Fig. 3A).38-43 These events have
the potential to regulate UHRF1 confor-
mational states. For example, phosphory-
lation of S651 that is found during
human embryonic stem cell differentia-
tion and is next to the K648-R649-K650
element40 might impair the interaction of
the PBR with the peptide-binding groove
of the TTD thereby enhancing a particu-
lar UHRF1 chromatin-binding mode.

Finally, we point out that binding of
UHRF1 to other proteins such as
DNMTs, G9a, USP7, etc. will affect the
equilibrium of the various forms of the
protein. These interactions require dis-
tinct, specific surfaces that will or will not
be available in the different conforma-
tional states of UHRF1. Conversely, it is
expected that engagement of a particular
protein partner will stabilize a certain

Figure 4. Regulation of the conformational transitions of UHRF1. The interplay of the chromatin-binding domains of UHRF1 and therefore the conforma-
tional states of the protein are affected by binding of different ligands, the allosteric regulator phosphatidylinositol 5-phosphate (PI(5)P) as well as post-
translational modifications (PTM) within the linker regions. Enhancing as well as suppressing effects on chromatin modification-binding properties of the
TTD, PHD and SRA domains have been described. Dashed lines indicate domain interplay that has not been fully resolved. The regulation of linker 3 is
hypothetical (question mark).
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conformation and accompanying chroma-
tin mark-binding mode of UHRF1
(Fig. 4).

Cellular role of the different
chromatin binding states of UHRF1

Many studies on UHRF1 have empha-
sized the importance of the 3 chromatin-
binding domains in facilitating specific
chromatin association and multiple func-
tions in cellular context. We think that
the fact that defined functions could not
be pinpointed exclusively to particular
domains agrees with extensive collabora-
tion and interplay of these regions. It was
shown that the TTD, PHD and SRA
domains are all participating in targeting
of UHRF1 to heterochromatin,3,28 a pro-
cess that might be dependent on
H3K9me3 and meCpG. The TTD,
PHD, and SRA regions are also necessary
for recruitment of DNMT1 to replicating
foci and thus for proper maintenance of
DNA-methylation.3,13,28 However, it was
also found that UHRF1 binds to pro-
moter regions of euchromatic genes and
regulates their expression. Interestingly,
these loci lack H3K9me3 but exhibit
DNA methylation paired with H3unmod
(N-term) (i.e. absence of H3R2 symmet-
ric dimethylation).2 It is conceivable that
UHRF1 binds to these genomic regions
by multivalent interaction of the PHD
and SRA domains with the unmodified
N-terminal H3-tail and methylated DNA,
respectively.

Additionally, it was found that
UHRF1 interacts with the de novo DNA

methyltransferases DNMT3a and
DNMT3b and that this complex mediates
epigenetic silencing in a histone H3
Lysine 9 methyltransferase (i.e., G9a,
Suv39h1/2) dependent manner.8 Deple-
tion of Np95 in mouse embryonic stem
cells results in severe global DNA hypo-
methylation.44 A similar DNA methyla-
tion defect is caused by depletion of all 3
DNMTs45 or of histone methyltransfer-
ases (G9a, Suv39h1/2).46,47 Hence, there
is circumstantial evidence that UHRF1 is
not only involved in replication-coupled
maintenance of DNA methylation, but
also in de novo DNA methylation in an
H3K9me3-dependent manner. Since de
novo methylation has no hemimethylated
DNA template, UHRF1 targeting to these
chromatin regions might be dependent on
interaction of the TTD or TTD-PHD
cassette with H3K9me3.

Our work showed that manipulation of
cellular PI(5)P levels affects UHRF1 sub-
nuclear localization.11 Several links
between the reported functions of
UHRF1 and nuclear PI(5)P levels support
the idea of allosteric control of the pro-
tein. It was shown previously that nuclear
PI(5)P levels are tightly regulated during
the cell cycle and in response to certain
cellular signaling cascades. PI(5)P levels
increase up to 20-fold during transition of
G1- to S-phase.34,48-50 Cell cycle analysis
of UHRF1 localization in relation to het-
erochromatic foci indicates changed distri-
bution at the onset of S-phase,51 which
might be caused by regulation of TTD/
H3K9me3 interaction by PI(5)P. Also,

UHRF1 interacts with several factors asso-
ciated with the DNA damage response
such as Eme1, TIP60, Ku70, and
PARP1.44,52-54 PI(5)P levels are increased
after irradiation and exposure to oxidative
stress.34,49,50,55 Since H3K9me3 has an
important role in repair mechanisms of
DNA damage,56 we speculate that
UHRF1 might in a specific context target
the repair factors to H3K9me3 enriched
loci (Fig. 5).

While nothing is known about the in
vivo significance of the PTMs of UHRF1
within the linker region, we note that this
essential effector protein is incorporated
into various complexes involved in differ-
ent chromatin regulating processes (i.e.
maintenance of DNA methylation, de
novo DNA methylation, histone H3
methylation, and histone H4 deacetyla-
tion).7,8,44,51,57,58 Thus, it was shown to
be an important factor to facilitate DNA
replication, cell cycle progression, tran-
scriptional repression, and DNA damage
response.2,53,59-61 This variety of func-
tions argues for different states of the pro-
tein that provide distinct binding
interfaces not only for histone and DNA
modifications but also for specific protein
interaction partners (Fig. 5).52,53,57,62

Concluding Remarks

Here, we discussed in detail the modifi-
cation binding behavior of UHRF1 that
reveals novel features of a chromatin bind-
ing protein. First of all, the different
regions of the protein appear not to func-
tion in isolation. We expect that further
functional and structural analysis of the
full-length protein or of cassettes contain-
ing more than one of the TTD, PHD and
SRA chromatin-binding domains will
uncover that these generally do not inter-
act with their targets independent of each
other. We think their interplay induces
complex binding modes that cannot sim-
ply be explained by static multivalent and
simultaneous engagement of different pro-
tein surfaces with complex ligands (i.e.,
key and lock behavior). Instead, UHRF1
might exist in multiple, distinct but con-
stantly exchanging conformations. We
propose that these are brought about by
flexible linkers that intramolecularly

Figure 5. Regulation of interaction of UHRF1 with chromatin and multiple interaction partners. The
allosteric regulator phosphatidylinositol 5-phosphate (PI(5)P), different chromatin marks as ligands
and posttranslational modifications regulate the postulated different conformations of UHRF1. This
impacts on interaction with different protein partners in distinct physiological pathways of chroma-
tin control. Conversely, the protein-binding partners of UHRF1 putatively affect interaction with
ligands, allosteric regulators as well as establishment of post-translational modifications.
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compete for a limited number of different
sites thereby inducing and stabilizing folds
of the protein that expose or occlude the
different chromatin-binding interfaces.
Besides cooperativity in interaction with
chromatin marks, a major consequence of
these considerations is a general rationale
for comprehending regulation of UHRF1
by allosteric ligands such as PI(5)P and
posttranslational modifications that both
target linker regions outside of the actual
chromatin-binding modules.

The transitions between the different
conformations and binding states of
UHRF1 are dynamically regulated in a
physiological context and in response to
external stimuli. This in turn controls spe-
cific localization of UHRF1 to defined tar-
get loci of the genome as well as
interaction with different protein partners
such as chromatin modifying enzymes.
Any perturbation of these regulatory pro-
cesses will have profound consequences on
chromatin structural organization and
subsequently lead to developmental aber-
rations, chromosome instability and onco-
genesis – a major outcome of UHRF1
mutation or abnormal expression.63,64

UHRF1 might be a paradigm for com-
prehending chromatin interaction and
regulation of other factors in response to
cellular internal or external stimuli. We
note that other related multi-domain pro-
teins as for example DNMT1 and PARP1
also comprise flexible linkers between
their functional domains. Interestingly,
these might putatively also interact with
PIPs via polybasic regions.37 We expect
that future studies will not only reveal a
more general influence of small cellular
metabolites such as PIPs onto chromatin
binding factors but also provide a general
framework for the role of interchanging,
transient conformational states in protein
regulation.
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